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This manuscript proposes a series of global models to estimate optimum annual tilt angle (bopt) as a
function of local variables (latitude, diffuse fraction and albedo) based on the hourly irradiance data of
14,468 sites spread across the globe from the One Building database. As a result, these models can be
used for any location in the absence of local meteorological data. First, a polynomial regression model,
applicable worldwide, is proposed to estimate bopt as a function of latitude. This model fits the global
data considered with a 2% RMSE error. Average energy losses are estimated to be 1% for a 10� variation
from bopt . A variation of 40� with respect to bopt , implies a 12e18% energy loss depending on latitude. In
addition, if only latitude is considered to estimate bopt , different expressions should be used for latitudes
>50� depending on the hemisphere. These variations are a result of the influence of diffuse irradiance on
bopt , due to the fact that sites with higher amounts of diffuse irradiance have a lower bopt. Secondly, a
polynomial surface regression model to estimate bopt as a function of latitude and the annual diffuse
fraction is proposed improving the results, reaching a 0.7% RMSE error. Thirdly, a simplified polynomial
surface regression model to estimate bopt as a function of latitude and albedo (without the influence of
the diffuse fraction) is proposed, and finally a model gathering all three variables under study (latitude,
annual diffuse fraction and albedo) to calculate the optimum tilt angle is presented.
1. Introduction

The performance of photovoltaic (PV) modules is highly influ-
enced by the orientation (an azimuth or horizontal angle with
respect to a reference) and tilt angle (the vertical angle with respect
to the ground) for a given location. A key objectivewhen installing a
photovoltaic array (PVA) is to achieve the maximum energy output
in a time period. To achieve that, a regular solution is to use tracking
systems, though, in many applications, the tilt and azimuth angles
are fixed or periodically and manually adjusted. Placing the PVA
facing the equator at an optimum tilt angle bopt , and to correct the
tilt periodically is a common practice. For this purpose, the opti-
mum tilt should be determined at any latitude, on any day, or any
period of the year. For grid-connected PV plants, the optimum
orientation is computed according to site-specific weather data e.g.,
for the typical meteorological year (TMY) or satellite data. However,
designers for medium and small PV systems, mainly in developing
countries, often lack either the site-specific data or the calculation
tools to benefit from it. These situations could clearly benefit from a
simple and universal equation that accurately estimates the opti-
mum tilt angle as a function of known local variables.

Technical literature shows various methods to express the op-
timum tilt function considering different criteria and based on
latitude, time, declination, or other local characteristics, [20]. There
are many studies that analyze the angle of inclination that opti-
mizes the capture of the annual irradiation of the PV panels. To
calculate bopt , different optimization criteria can be considered;
maximizing the total incident solar energy on the surface, either in
extraterrestrial or in atmospheric conditions, is the most applied
criterion [43]. Other optimization techniques applied include the
Artificial Neural Network [42]; Genetic Algorithms [8,44] or
Particle-Swarm Optimization techniques [25].

To compute the irradiance on the plane of a PVA, in order to
calculate bopt at a given location, the direct normal irradiance (DNI)
and diffuse radiation data of a TMY type year are required. Because
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it is not normally easy to obtain this kind of data, available
measured global horizontal irradiance (GHI) data are used, and
separation methods are usually applied to determine its DNI and
diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI) components. Separation or
decomposition models are typically based on the correlation be-
tween the clearness index and the diffuse fraction. The clearness
index is defined as the ratio of the GHI to the extraterrestrial hor-
izontal irradiance while the diffuse fraction is the ratio of the DHI to
GHI. The relationship between the diffuse fraction and the clear-
ness index, originally proposed by Ref. [28]; is independent of the
cloud type. Models including a stability index parameter (intended
to account for the effect of variable/in-homogeneous clouds) in
their formulationwere found to perform better than the simple Liu
and Jordan based models formulation [19].

The computation of bopt requires obtaining the irradiance
components on the tilted panel from DNI and DHI data. While the
beam component can be computed from a simple geometric rela-
tionship with the DNI, the other two components (diffuse and al-
bedo radiation) must be estimated from models and empirical
correlations [6,15]. Moreover, an adequate transposition model
must be selected in order to account for all three components at the
PVA tilt angle. In the valuable review paper by Ref. [50]; the per-
formance of 26 transposition models was evaluated and compared.
Although no universal model is found, some are recommended;
according to the linear ranking results on nRMSE, the top families of
models are the four Perez models [37e39,48], the Muneer model
[33]; and the Hay-Davies model [12].

Many studies that calculate bopt from a specific location or re-
gion using the Perez model or another are available. Most of them
have been reviewed in Ref. [11,20]. However, there are few studies
that have sufficient radiation data to give a worldwide generalized
expression of the bopt as a function of latitude [22,41] or as a
function of latitude and other local variables. Variables that can
influence the calculation of bopt in addition to latitude are, ac-
cording to Ref. [27]: the longitude, the sign of latitude, the altitude
of the location, temperature, humidity, diffuse fraction, or albedo
radiation among others [18]. developed an analytical model of the
optimum tilt angle as a function of the latitude, clearness index and
day number based on long-term solar data in Iran [9]. showed that,
for the US, the local clearness index could be used as a relationship
factor between latitude and bopt .

The few expressions that model the annual optimum tilt angle
as a function of latitude obtained by a search-based approach use
databases where there are very few data locations for each latitude.
In those cases, variations in bopt of up to 10% are exposed. This
supports the fact that for the same latitude, the optimal angle de-
pends on other local variables. Other studies, [5,22]; also support
this idea.

The ground type on which the photovoltaic installation is
located affects the proportion of radiation reflected on it. Models
typically consider an albedo (r) default value of 0.2 across sites,
based on [29]; this value is generally used all throughout the
literature [36]. However, the evolution and use of anisotropic
models allows for the consideration of the influence of albedo,
which has been proven to be important. If the effect of ground al-
bedo is ignored, errors can be observed, for example, in the peak of
daily irradiance if the default value is used instead of the real one
[43]. In Ref. [4]; effective albedo values for 22 commonly occurring
surface materials in photovoltaic applications are provided.
Furthermore, high-tilt-angle ground-mounted PV systems may be
impacted by albedo irradiation [1,26].

Firstly, this paper proposes a simple, global, worldwidemodel to
estimate bopt as a function of latitude. The optimization criterion
used to compute bopt is the one maximizing the total incident solar
energy on the surface, either in extraterrestrial or in atmospheric
conditions, [43]. The [37] model is the selected transposition
model. However, a small comparison between the results obtained
for bopt using the Perez and Hay-Davies model is found in
subsection 3.3. The model is developed by using carefully selected
and treated hourly radiation data from 14,468 sites around the
globe from the One Building database (subsection 2.1). Given the
amount of data used to develop the model, its applicability is
beyond any other existing bopt model.

Throughout this manuscript, the variables influencing bopt
perceived as most relevant are considered: the sign of the latitude,
relative diffuse radiation, and albedo. Any differences in bopt for
sites in the northern versus southern hemisphere are studied and
discussed in section 3. The influence of diffuse irradiance on bopt is
quantified in section 4. A simple worldwide model for bopt as a
function of latitude and the diffuse fraction is also proposed.

The concept of albedo, its variability, and estimated values are
discussed in section 5. In addition, a model quantifying the influ-
ence of albedo on bopt is also proposed. The relevance of accurately
estimating bopt in terms of energy loss is carefully studied for all
latitudes. The impact of correctly estimating variables such as the
diffuse fraction or albedo for a correct energy assessment of a site is
also considered throughout the paper.

All variables under study (latitude, annual diffuse fraction and
albedo) are used in section 6 to obtain a regression model that al-
lows to compute the optimum tilt angle.

2. Methodology: Search-based method for optimal annual
energy yield

The objective of this paper is to study the influence that several
variables have on the annual optimum tilt angle for a given site and
to propose global models that estimate bopt for those variables. The
analysis is performed using a very extensive database containing
high-quality location and meteorological data (subsection 2.1). The
optimum tilt angle for each of the sites is computed using a search-
based method (subsection 2.2), The influence that the different
variables have on bopt is quantified by means of using robust linear-
squares regression (subsection 2.3).

2.1. One Building database

The One Building database [10] contains information for 14,468
sites all over the globe from latitudes 83:5� to � 90�. There are a
total of 11,924 sites in the northern hemisphere and 2544 in the
southern hemisphere. It may seem that the database lacks a pro-
portional representation of both hemispheres, however, the
northern hemisphere is 60.7% water and contains 90% of the total
world population, while the southern hemisphere is 80.9% water
[17]. In addition to location data, hourly meteorological data for the
typical meteorological year (TMY, TMY2, TMY3) based on years
2004e2017 are available. Carefully treated hourly horizontal irra-
diance values (all direct, diffuse and global components) are
available for every site. A portion of the data has been discarded by
the authors due to incoherences (0.48% of the total data). Metstat
clear, [13]; and Kasten cloudy, [24]; methods are used to estimate
the GHI and then the Perez algorithm [37] to calculate the tilted
irradiation components. This is the most widely accepted version of
the Perez models and also the one that is higher rated in Ref. [50].

2.2. Annual optimum tilt angle calculation procedure

The optimum tilt angle for each site with available data is
computed following a search-based approach shown in Fig. 1. Data-
sets are presented as folders (inputs are blue, intermediate vari-
ables are green, and outputs are red), and functions are presented



Fig. 1. Search based method to obtain the optimum annual tilt.
as rectangles. The inputs for each site provided in the One Building
data-base are: time and location (latitude, longitude, and eleva-
tion). Additionally, hourly data for GHI and the direct and diffuse
components, DNI and DHI, are used as inputs.

Time and location values are used to compute solar geometry
data. The tilted components of irradiance are computed. Addi-
tionally, beam tilted irradiance (BTI) is calculated geometrically
using solar geometry. Diffuse tilted irradiance (DTI) is obtained by
using a diffuse transposition model (the Perez 1990’s model was
selected as the best model for this paper). Reflected incident irra-
diance (RII) is computed as a function of the selected albedo value
as well. A default value of 0.2 for albedo has been used for the
majority of this paper. The influence of the selected albedo value on
bopt is studied in section 5.

Annual energy (per unit surface) is computed as the sum of BTI,
DTI, and RII for a year. After computing the annual energy for every
tilt angle from 0� to 90� in 1� steps, the tilt angle with a maximum
resulting annual energy is selected as bopt for the site. bopt is rep-
resented for all sites considered in the study in Fig. 2.

2.3. Robust polynomial curve and surface regression fitting

Once the optimum tilt for every site is computed, the goal is to
provide a global mathematical model for the optimum tilt and to
quantify the influence of certain variables on it. This will be per-
formed by means of curve and surface polynomial data regression.
Because of the characteristics of the data-set results, error response
in the data does not follow a normal distribution. Because of this, a
robust least-squares regression is used instead of a classic least-
squares regression. These robust methods minimize the weight of
outliers and, thus provide a polynomial regression with a better fit
and lower RMSE with respect to the data studied without adding
any extra polynomial degree or non-linearity for the expression.
The two robust methods considered in the regression analysis, as
explained in Ref. [31]; are:
� Least absolute residuals (LAR) d This method finds a curve that
minimizes the absolute difference of the residuals rather than
the squared differences. Therefore, extreme values have a lesser
influence on the fit.

� Bisquare weights d This method minimizes a weighted sum of
squares, where the weight given to each data point depends on
how far the point is from the fitted line.

Both methods have been studied for all the regressions per-
formed throughout this paper. The method yielding more accurate
results has been selected for each individual regression.

3. Optimum tilt angle as a function of latitude and north/
south hemisphere influence

The influence of a site’s latitude on bopt is studied. An analysis in
order to find the best regression for the computed data is per-
formed in subsection 3.1. The difference between southern and
northern latitudes is also studied. The final goal of this analysis is to
propose a global model for bopt as a function of the latitude.

The impact in terms of energy due to deviation from a site’s
optimum tilt angle is studied in subsection 3.2. Furthermore, the
influence that latitude has on this impact in terms of energy is also
addressed.

3.1. Regression model proposed for all sites, northern and southern
hemisphere

A variety of polynomial regressions are studied to obtain a op-
timum tilt angle as a function of the latitude model. Polynomial
regressions for positive (northern) latitudes, negative (southern),
and both are considered. The robust regression method used for
these regressions is LAR because it provided a better regression fit
for all the cases considered.

Coefficients for cubic and quadratic polynomial regressions are



Fig. 2. World plot of 14,468 sites and their computed optimum tilt angle.

Table 2
Goodness of fitting of the polynomial regressions for the optimum tilt angle as a
function of latitude model.

Sites Polynomial degree R2 RMSE

All sites 2 0.9604 2.031
3 0.948 2.327

Northern latitude 2 0.9267 2.388
3 0.9665 1.614

Southern latitude 2 0.9889 1.08
3 0.9971 0.549
found in Table 1 and the corresponding goodness of fit (GOF) in-
dicators for those regression coefficients are presented in Table 2.
No polynomial degree higher than 3 has been included because the
improvement in GOF (if any) did not justify the extra computational
cost, and the over-fitting phenomenon was evident. bopt is plotted
against all latitudes (Fig. 3a), northern (Fig. 3b) and southern
hemisphere latitudes (Fig. 3c). Latitude has a clear effect of bopt ,
however, the dispersion of data is more noticeable with increasing
latitudes. The regression curves corresponding to the coefficients in
Table 1 are also plotted. Variations among the regression curves
considered (the effect of the latitude sign and polynomial degree
selected) are compared in Fig. 3d (see Table 3).

The best fit for a global optimum tilt angle as a function of
latitude model is not evident, although, all the models shown have
a good performance. The best regression choice in terms of GOF
(Table 2) varies depending on whether a distinction between
hemispheres is considered. However, by observing the different
regressions in Fig. 3d it is concluded that the difference between all
the regressions (for the north, south, and both) is completely
negligible for sites with an absolute value of latitude < 50�, which
essentially corresponds to Antarctica. In addition, the differences
between the cubic regression for northern sites and the quadratic
regression for all the sites (both having the best GOF for their data)
is also negligible. With the final goal of proposing the simplest, yet,
most accurate global model for estimating bopt as a function of
latitude (L), the model in Eq. (1) is proposed (note that jLj is the
absolute value of the latitude).
Table 1
Regression coefficients for polynomial.bopt ¼ P0,

���Lj3 þ P1,
���Lj2 þ P2,

���L���þ P3

Regression coefficient All sites Nort

Quadratic LAR Cubic LAR Quad

P0 0 � 1:258,10�5 0
P1 �0.007021 �0.005631 �0.0
P2 1.091 1.048 1.09
P3 2.132 2.441 2.37

bopt ¼
(
�0:007021,jLj2 þ 1:091,jLj þ 2:132 if �
3:194,10�5,jLj3 � 0:008649,jLj2 þ 1:099,jLj þ 1:891 if L
The regression coefficients and GOF for every regression used in
the study are, however, available in Tables 1 and 2 for the reader to
use under their own GOF/over-fitting criteria.

3.2. Energy loss due to deviation from optimum tilt and latitude
influence

Once bopt is estimated for a specific site, it is important to un-
derstand what kind of annual energy loss is expected if a tilt angle
other than the optimum is selected. Latitude has a clear impact on
energy loss when deviating from optimum tilt. The expected
average annual energy percentage loss when deviating a certain
number of degrees from the optimum tilt can be obtained from
Fig. 4. Data in Fig. 4 is clustered by latitudes in absolute value
hern latitudes Southern latitudes

ratic LAR Cubic LAR Quadratic LAR Cubic LAR

� 3:068,10�5 0 3:194,10�5

07209 �0.003879 �0.005339 �0.008649
6 0.9932 1.014 1.099
3 3.147 2.308 1.891

50� � L � 90�

< � 50�
(1)



Table 3
Literature optimum tilt as a function of latitude models review.

Model Numeric expression Characteristics

[7]
(2) bopt ¼

�
0:764Lþ 2:14 if L � 65�
0:224Lþ 33:65 otherwise

Only applicable to the northern hemisphere.

[22]
(3) bopt ¼

�
1:3793þ Lð1:2011þ Lð � 0:014404þ 0:000080509LÞ Þ if 0� � L � 65�
�0:41657þ Lð1:4216þ Lð0:024051þ 0:00021828LÞ Þ if � 53� � L � 0�

Based on � 170 locations at latitudes between �53� and 65� .

[41] (4) bopt ¼ �0:004 L2 þ 0:92,jLj þ 2 Based on > 2500 locations from the EnergyPlus database

Fig. 3. Optimum angle as a function of latitude for the sites studied and polynomial regressions proposed.
(because this phenomenon is independent of the latitude sign). It is
evident that relative energy loss is lower when deviating from the
optimum for sites with higher latitudes.

This phenomenon of decreasing energy loss with increasing
latitude is evident if the relative annual energy yield for every tilt
angle is represented for sites with different latitudes (see Fig. 5). For
every latitude between 0� and 80�, there is one energy maximum
(at the optimum tilt angle). The annual energy is reduced as the
selected tilt is further from the optimum, bopt . However, the rate at
which energy is reduced declines as the site is located further away
from the equator. The most extreme case of this phenomenon can
be noticed when analysing Fig. 5 for sites with latitudes � 90�. For
these latitudes, the rate of energy loss with tilt angle is so reduced
that there are even two maxima. There is another consequence of
this phenomenon: the calculation of bopt is very sensitive to small
variations of data or irradiance transposition methods for higher
latitudes. This great sensitivity when computing bopt is translated
as a higher dispersion for bopt values for latitudes >70� (see
Fig. 3a).

In order to provide a notion of the expected optimum tilt angle
inter-annual variations for a given site, a small study was per-
formed with available yearly data from a reduced sample of the
sites (latitudes between 32� and 46�) for years 2010e2017. The
results of this study showed that average the expected bopt inter-
annual variation was a positive 2�and a negative 3�for those sites
and years. These variations correspond to a 0.05% and 0.1% energy
loss according to Fig. 5.

3.3. Sky diffuse model influence: Perez vs Hay-Davies

The Perez transpositionmodel was chosen over any other model
to compute the sky-diffused reflected components on the tilted



Fig. 4. Energy percentage loss with deviation from optimum tilt angle for different
absolute latitudes.

Fig. 6. Absolute optimum tilt angle model (degree 2) using Perez and Hay-Davies.
plane, see Ref. [50]. However, the regression analysis explained in
subsection 3.1 was performed using not only the Perez model but
also the Hay-Davies diffuse sky model, ceteris paribus, to under-
stand the impact that the choice of the diffuse sky model has on
bopt .

The regression for Hay-Davies (polynomial degree 2 for all sites)
is compared to the proposed model (using Perez) in Fig. 6, showing
that by using Hay-Davies, the bopt estimation is � 2� 3� lower than
when Perez was used for all latitudes. This difference is in align-
ment with the results presented in Ref. [11]. The impact in terms of
energy of this difference is negligible as, for any latitude, a tilt angle
deviation lower than 5� corresponds to an annual energy loss <
0:3% (see Fig. 4).

3.4. Comparison with existing models for optimum tilt angle as a
function of latitude

The model proposed in this paper to estimate bopt as a function
of latitude (Eq. (1)) is compared to the most significant models in
Fig. 5. Energy with respect to maximum as a function of tilt angle for sites with
specific latitudes.
the literature. The literature models considered, their expressions,
characteristics and scope are summarized in Eq. 3. These models
are also graphically compared in Fig. 7 for positive and negative
latitudes. Only studies applicable to a significant latitude scope
have been considered.

The results of the model presented in this paper are coherent
with those in the literature for latitudes <60�. This difference is
thought to be due to the different availability of data between
models and selected transposition method. The One Building
database contains data for 1401 sites with latitudes >60�while the
number of sites with these latitudes in the rest of the models is
significantly more reduced.

4. Influence of diffuse irradiance on annual optimum tilt

There is a noticeable variability in bopt for sites with the same
latitude in Fig. 3a (� 10� for lower latitudes and � 20� for higher
latitudes). The higher variability for sites further away from the
equator is explained by the phenomenon described in subsection
3.2. However the fact that this variability affects all the data
considered indicates that the optimum angle is also a function of
variables other than latitude. The influence of the relative amount
of diffuse irradiance on the optimum tilt angle is studied. Intui-
tively, a site with a greater proportion of diffuse irradiance would
have a flatter optimum tilt angle than another site at the same
latitude but with less diffuse irradiance. This could justify the
variability of bopt for sites with the same latitude.

The best indicator to measure the annual relative amount of
diffuse irradiance and its effect on the regression is discussed in
subsection 4.1. A surface regression model for bopt as a function of
latitude and diffuse irradiance is then proposed in subsection 4.2.

4.1. Diffuse irradiance indicator: clearness index and diffuse
fraction

The diffuse fraction, kd, and clearness index kT are good candi-
dates to represent the relative amount of diffuse irradiance a site
receives. kT is defined as the ratio of the GHI to the extraterrestrial
horizontal irradiance while kd is the ratio of the DHI to GHI. Both kd
and kT were calculated using the One Building data. Results for
these indicators were coherent; sites with lowest kd values also had
the highest kT values. However, the use of kd provided a better



Fig. 7. Comparison between models.

Fig. 9. Influence of annual diffuse fraction in optimum tilt angle.
correlation with the optimum tilt angle data, and, thus, this indi-
cator was used for the analysis.

The available One Building irradiance data has a 1 h resolution.
Annual kd values are computed as the mean of coefficients, ac-
cording to Eq (5), whereDHIi and GHIi are hourly values and n is the
total of hourly data values in a year.

kdannual
¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

DHIi
GHIi

(5)

This coefficient of means was chosen over other statistical
annual indicators included in Ref. [16,21] for being a better fit for
the analysis.

The geographical location and annual kd values (computed
based on the One Building irradiance data according to Eq (5)) for
the One Building sites considered in the study are found in Fig. 8.
There is a higher percentage of annual diffuse irradiance in the
northern hemisphere at latitudes >50� than for those same lati-
tudes in the southern hemisphere. This is the reason why, in
subsection 3.1, when only the effect of the latitude on bopt was
considered, a different model for the northern and southern
hemisphere was required for latitudes >50�. The dependency of kd
with bopt is, however, not limited to higher latitudes, as it can be
clearly appreciated when indicating annual kd values in the latitude
Fig. 8. World plot of One Building sites and their diffuse fraction.



Table 5
Goodness of fit of the polynomial regressions for the optimum tilt angle as a function
of latitude and diffuse fraction.

Sites Polynomial fit Robust R2 RMSE

All sites 2e1 LAR 0.9949 0.729
2e2 Bisquare 0.9778 1.519
3e1 LAR 0.9854 1.232
3e2 LAR 0.9915 0.9406
3e3 LAR 0.994 0.7921

North 2e1 LAR 0.9909 0.8408
2e2 LAR 0.9945 0.6517
3e1 LAR 0.9949 0.6307
3e2 LAR 0.9959 0.566
3e3 LAR 0.9921 0.7837

South 2e1 LAR 0.999 0.3257
2e2 LAR 0.9993 0.272
3e1 LAR 0.999 0.3244
3e2 LAR 0.999 0.3237
3e3 LAR 0.999 0.3325
versus the optimum tilt angle plot (Fig. 9). For the same absolute
latitude, sites with higher annual kd have a lower bopt. It can also be
noted from Fig. 8 how there is a greater dispersion of kd values for
northern than for southern latitudes. This is also the reason for a
greater dispersion in data in the northern hemisphere and there-
fore why, if the effect of kd is not considered, the RMSE errors are
higher for the northern latitude model than the south in Table 2.

4.2. The optimum tilt model proposed as a function of the latitude
and diffuse fraction

Given the effect the annual kd has on bopt , a polynomial
regression analysis is performed to quantify this effect. The final
goal is to formulate a simple, accurate, and universal model to
obtain the optimum tilt angle as a function of latitude and kd.
Polynomial surface regressions with degrees 2 to 3 for the latitude
L, and degrees 1 to 3 for kd are considered. Any surface regression
more complex than a polynomial 3-3 is not considered because the
level of complexity is not justified by the improvement of accuracy
(if any) in addition to the effect of over-fitting. The coefficients for
the regressions are in Table 4, and the corresponding GOF in-
dicators are in Table 5, which also states the robust method used for
each regression (selected as the one providing better GOF in-
dicators for each case).

The noticeable improvement in the GOF indicators in Table 5
with respect to those of Table 2 confirm the dependence of bopt
and both the latitude and kd. The very slight improvement in GOF
that results from providing separate models for the north/south
hemispheres does not compensate for the added complexity of
proposing separate models. In a similar way, the minimal
improvement in GOF indicators when using higher polynomial
degrees does not justify the added complexity for the model. In
addition, choosing a model that over-fits the data is a risk when
using high degree polynomial surfaces, and over-fitting is not
evident for multi-variable regressions. Moreover, any improvement
among the multi-variable regressions, GOF in Table 5 is negligible if
compared to the improvement caused by changing from a single
variable model (Table 2) to a multi-variable one, including the ef-
fect of the annual kd (Table 5).

Because of all of the above, the polynomial P21 regression for all
latitudes is proposed as a universal model to obtain the optimum
tilt as a function of a site’s latitude and annual kd, namely Eq 3. The
choice of polynomial P21 regression ensures no over-fitting of the
data. It also a very good fit for all the data knowing that an error <
Table 4
Regression coefficients for polynomial.bopt ¼ P00 þ P10,

���L���þ P01,kd þ P20,
���Lj2 þ P11,

���L���,
Polynomial fit Regression coefficient

P00 P10 P01 P20 P11

All Sites 2e1 3.334 1.213 �0.1223 �0.002226 �0.60
2e2 �6.721 1.032 47.17 �0.002597 �0.25
3e1 10.48 0.7598 �12.52 0.002834 0.219
3e2 3.141 0.7963 10.85 �0.003812 0.652
3e3 6.319 0.8952 �12.62 �0.00338 0.262

North 2e1 2.75 1.22 2.219 �0.001908 �0.66
2e2 �7.698 1.003 53.38 �0.002549 �0.21
3e1 10.94 0.7586 �13.44 0.001484 0.339
3e2 �0.4793 0.8829 24.49 �0.004161 0.384
3e3 4.88 1.038 �14.7 �0.003149 �0.27

South 2e1 6.648 1.083 �6.468 �0.00272 �0.36
2e2 �0.5892 1.032 23.79 �0.002778 �0.27
3e1 8.432 0.9373 �9.529 �0.0005455 �0.10
3e2 7.465 0.7734 �8.858 �0.007766 1.084
3e3 1.13 0.6942 30.45 �0.007992 1.385
1� when calculating bopt implies an energy error <0:01% for any
latitude (see Fig. 4). The regression coefficients and GOF for every
regression used in the study are, however, available in Tables 4 and
5 for the reader to use under their own GOF/over-fitting criteria.

bopt ¼min
�
3:334þ 1:213,

���L���� 0:1223,kdannual
� 0:002226

,
���Lj2 � 0:6043,

���L���,kdannual
90� (6)

The P21 fit surface is plotted over data in Fig. 10a. For a better
visualization and appreciation of the effect kd has on the optimum
angle, Fig. 10b contains the curves that result when fixing certain kd
values for Eq (6).

For the model presented in Eq (6) to be useable in the absence of
meteorological data an estimation for the annual kd is required. The
authors of this paper have developed a simple function to estimate
the annual kd based on a site’s location (latitude and longitude).
This function estimates kdannual

for the requested location by
providing kdannual

(computed according to Eq (5)) for the closest site
contained in the One Building database. It is open access and can be
found in Ref. [35].
kd þ P02,k2d þ P30,
���Lj3 þ P21,

���Lj2,kd þ P12,
���L���,k2d þ P03,k3d

P02 P30 P21 P12 P03

43 0 0 0 0 0
59 �51.3 0 0 0 0
9 0 1:997,10�5 �0.01121 0 0
1 �17.4 � 2:48,10�5 0.006205 �1.047 0
9 35.6 � 2:397,10�5 0.005282 �0.6655 �37.64
52 0 0 0 0 0
96 �58 0 0 0 0
2 0 4:819,10�5 �0.01355 0 0
6 �29.69 � 7:334,10�6 0.00393 �0.7296 0
66 59.79 � 2:522,10�7 0.0009785 �0.004894 �65.08
48 0 0 0 0 0
08 �30.07 0 0 0 0
4 0 1:73,10�6 �0.004046 0 0

1.766 � 1:451,10�5 0.01059 �1.605 0
�76.4 � 1:135,10�5 0.01045 �1.862 49.9



Fig. 10. Polynomial P21 fit model for optimum tilt angle as a function of latitude and diffuse fraction.
4.3. Validation of the optimum tilt as a function of latitude and
diffuse fraction with existing studies

To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no existing
models to calculate the annual optimum tilt as a function of both
latitude and kd. There are, however, a series of studies that calculate
the annual bopt for specific locations which consider the effect of
diffuse radiation in their calculations [2,3,9,23,26,30,32,45e47]:
and [40]. The annual optimum tilt is estimated using the model in
Eq (6) and the database provided in Ref. [35] for a total of 25 sites in
these literature references and compared to the value provided by
their authors. The RMSE error for bopt between the presented
model and the values presented in the literature is 3.1�(associated
to a 0.1% energy loss according to Fig. 4) and it also presents a bias
of �0.6�.
5. Influence of albedo on the annual optimum tilt

No specific albedo values are available for the One Building data
set. A default value of 0.2 is used for the sites [36]. The real r is
thought to significantly influence the value of bopt and the annual
energy yield for a given site, [18].

The influence of r on bopt is analysed in subsection 5.1, and a
global model for bopt as a function of the latitude and a synthetic
created r is proposed. The concept of albedo, its variability, andwhy
it is not an easily estimated variable is introduced in subsection 5.2.
Furthermore, the energy losses that are expected due to mis-
estimating r are quantified in subsection 5.3.
5.1. The optimum tilt model proposed as a function of latitude and
albedo

One Building does not contain specific albedo values for each
site, and, because albedo is very specific to each site, it cannot be
accurately estimated. However, its effect on the optimum tilt angle
calculation and impact in terms of energy can be studied without
knowing the specific value for every site in the One Building data-
set. This study is performed by introducing a synthetic generated
albedo variable with values from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps.

The annual energy yield and optimum tilt angle are computed
for each value of r for each site. Fig. 11 shows a graphical repre-
sentation of bopt as a function of latitude for each value of r. The
annual energy for each site is consistently higher as albedo in-
creases. The optimum tilt angle also increases its value with
increasing r as it can be observed in Fig. 11.
The dependency of bopt on r and the latitude has been studied

by means of a polynomial surface regression. Coefficients and GOF
for the regressions considered in the study are found in Tables 6 and
7. The surface regression (polynomial P21) is plotted over the
computed data in Fig. 11. The robust method selected was bisquare,
as it yielded slightly better regression results.

Following a similar approach to Sections 3.1 and 4.2, the co-
efficients and regression coefficients for every polynomial fit are
provided for the reader to use under their own criteria. Note that
only regressions up to polynomial P32 are presented, since higher
degree regressions increase the model’s complexity yet do not
provide an improvement in GOF. By using an accuracy-simplicity
criterion, the polynomial P21 fit is selected. The global model pro-
posed to estimate the optimum angle as a function of the latitude
and albedo is Eq (7).

bopt ¼ �2:333þ1:157 ,
���L���þ12:22 , r�0:008627

,
���Lj2 þ0:2766 ,

���L���,r (7)

The model in Eq (7) is plotted for a series of fixed values of r in
Fig. 12. The increase in bopt with increasing r is evident for all lat-
itudes. However, the magnitude of this increase is proportional to
latitude. These results are consistent with the particular cases
theoretically analysed in Ref. [43] for two sites (44.25� N and 60� N
latitude).
5.2. Estimation of albedo

Albedo is the measure of the diffuse reflection of solar radiation
out of the total solar radiation received by an astronomical body.
Models typically consider an albedo default value of 0.2 across sites,
based on [29]; this value is generally used all throughout the
literature [36]. However, PVAs can be installed in multiple ground
type sites and, therefore, have albedo values different from 0.2.

Albedo values are recorded throughout the globe using the
directional hemispherical reflectance, which is obtained by inte-
grating the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
over the existance hemisphere (i.e., from horizon to horizon) for a
single irradiance direction, by Ref. [34]. These monthly data have
been treated to provide a reference annual albedo valuemap for the
globe shown in Fig. 13. Data from the year 2015 has been selected
due to it being the most recent year with a complete data-set.



Fig. 11. Optimum tilt angle data as a function of latitude and albedo and regression surface.

Table 6
Regression coefficients for polynomial.bopt ¼ P00 þ P10,

���L���þ P01,rþ P20,
���Lj2 þ P11,

���L���,rþ P02,r2 þ P30,
���Lj3 þ P21,

���Lj2,rþ P12,
���L���,r2 þ P03,r3

Poly-fit Regression coefficient

P00 P10 P01 P20 P11 P02 P30 P21 P12

All Sites 2e1 �2.333 1.157 12.22 �0.008627 0.2766 0 0 0 0
2e2 �0.7461 1.158 1.519 �0.008564 0.2602 11.36 0 0 0
3e1 0.03558 1.012 6.894 �0.007434 0.6468 0 1:339,10�5 �0.005104 0
3e2 1.488 1.022 �3.285 �0.007576 0.6219 10.56 � 1:533,10�5 �0.005213 0.01913

Table 7
Goodness of fit of the polynomial regressions for optimum tilt as a function of
latitude and albedo.

Sites Polynomial fit Robust R2 RMSE

All sites 2e1 Bisquare 0.9591 2.8042
2e2 Bisquare 0.9653 2.5835
3e1 Bisquare 0.9606 2.7504
3e2 Bisquare 0.9669 2.5235

Fig. 12. The optimum tilt angle as a function of latitude for fixed values of albedo.
Furthermore, global albedo values do not vary significantly be-
tween 2015 and the previous years available. It can be observed
how the use of a default 0.2 albedo is confirmed as an adequate for
the majority of latitudes <60� and > � 60�, as the found value for
the selected year corresponds precisely to 0.194. However, desert-
like zones have a higher annual albedo of � 0:4 (evident in the
north of Africa, centre of Australia, or the Arabian Peninsula). For
sites where snow is a relevant phenomenon, albedo values are very
variable throughout the year. In mountainous regions, like the
Himalayas, r can vary from 0.8 in winter to 0.2 in summer months.
The default value of 0.2 albedo is not representative for absolute
latitudes higher than 60�, as these latitudes have an average annual
albedo of � 0:5. Furthermore, r is highly variable throughout the
year for these high latitudes due to snow (0.2e0.9 depending on
the season). A global idea of world albedo values is presented in
Fig. 13.
However, albedo values are not easily estimated for a specific PV



Fig. 13. Annual albedo values for 2015. Adapted from [34].

Table 8
Typical albedo values for different surfaces. Adapted from [14,49].

Surface type Approximated albedo

Blackbody 0
Forest 0.05e0.2
Grassland and cropland 0.1-0-25
Asfalt 0.13
Dark-colored soil surfaces 0.1-0-2
Dry sandy soil 0.25-0-45
Dray clay soil 0.15-0-35
Sand 0.2-0-4
Mean albedo of the earth 0.36
Granite 0.3-0-35
Glacial ice 0.3-0-4
Light-colored soil surfaces 0.4-0-5
Highly reflective concrete 0.5
Dry salt cover 0.5
Fresh deep snow 0.9
Water 0.1e1
Absolute white surface 1

Fig. 14. Expected average energy loss due to misestimation of albedo for different
latitudes when a default 0.2 value for albedo is used.
system, as they are subjected to not easily estimated variables, such
as time, terrain/surface material, solar altitude, or cloud cover
among others. Ideally, to use the proposedmodel in this section the
local albedo value corresponding to the surrounding surface should
be selected from Table 8.

5.3. Energy loss due to misestimation of albedo and its dependency
on latitude

There is a clear dependency between annual energy yield and r.
As a consequence of this, by misestimating albedo, there is also an
annual energy misestimation. The optimum tilt angle estimated for
a site with the model proposed if a default 0.2 albedo is used is
different to the one estimated if the albedo is not 0.2 (see Eq (7) and
Fig. 12). If the real r for a site is different from 0.2, and bopt is chosen
according to a default r ¼ 0:2, the annual energy will not be
maximized for that site. The expected average energy loss that
results from assuming a default r ¼ 0:2 when estimating the bopt is
quantified as a function of how different the real albedo is from the
default (r ¼ 0:2) in Fig. 14. Data is divided by latitudes, as there is a
clear dependency between energy loss and latitude when mis-
estimating albedo. From what it is observed in Fig. 14 it can be
concluded that using a default 0.2 value for albedo is a correct
approximation for latitudes below 50�. For higher latitudes it is not
an accurate approximation, since it could imply energy losses up to
6%.

At first, it might seem counter-intuitive that energy losses in
Fig. 14 increase with increasing latitude. Latitude has exactly the
opposite effect on energy loss when misestimating bopt for a fixed
0.2 albedo (see subsection 3.2). However, how bopt varies due to
choosing different albedos greatly changes with latitude. As an
example, in Fig. 12 there is a maximum � 10� bopt difference be-
tween themaximum andminimum r for the lowest latitudes while
the maximum bopt difference is � 40� for the highest latitudes.
These significant differences for bopt are greater than the effects of
latitude in Fig. 4. The impact accurately estimating albedo values for
a site has on annual energy yield increases with increasing latitude.



Table 10
GOF for global model.

Polynomial fit Robust R2 RMSE

2-2-2 Bisquare 0.9827 1.8
5.4. Validation of the optimum tilt as a function of latitude and
albedo with existing studies

To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no existing
models to calculate the annual optimum tilt as a function of both
latitude and r. Most of literature references assume a given r for
bopt calculations.

In [18] the expected differences in the annual optimum tilt are
studied theoretically for albedo values 0.2 and 0.7. It is stated that
higher values of bopt are expected for r¼ 0.7 than for r¼ 0.2. These
differences could be as high as 15�. Provided the latitudes consid-
ered in Ref. [18] are limited to 60�, these conclusions are coherent
with the results of the model presented in this paper.

In [26] it is stated that for two specific locations at latitudes
32�and 42�a ±0.1 change in the 0.2 assumed r leads to a ±2�change
in the annual optimum tilt. The model proposed in this paper is
coherent with such results. An average ±2.1�and ±2.4�for the
specified changes in the value of r for latitudes 32�and
42�respectively.

6. Global model for the annual optimum tilt as a function of
latitude, annual diffuse fraction and annual albedo

Previously, it has been shown that an optimum annual tilt angle
model that fits adequately to the used database can be obtained
using only the site latitude. Next, annual diffuse fraction and albedo
have been added one by one to the function to analyze their
importance and performance, showing a good improvement. On
this section, it is proposed a final model gathering all three vari-
ables under study (latitude, annual diffuse fraction and albedo) in
Eq (8) and Table 9. To use the proposed model in the absence of
meteorological data as explained previously, kdannual

can be
computed using the developed function that can be found in
Ref. [35]. The albedo variable should be estimated using Table 8. The
goodness of fitting metrics shown in Table 10 are considered to be
very positive.

bopt ¼ P200 ,
���Lj2 þ P020 , k

2
d þ P002 , r

2 þ P100 ,
���L���þ P010 , kd

þ P001 , rþ P110 ,
���L��� , kdþ P101 ,

���L��� , rþ P011 , kd,r (8)

7. Conclusion

A series of global models to estimate optimum annual tilt angle
(bopt) as a function of local variables (latitude, diffuse fraction and
albedo) have been proposed. These models are based on the hourly
irradiance data of 14,468 sites spread across the globe from the One
Building database. As a result, these models can be used for any
location in the absence of local meteorological data, being to the
best knowledge of the authors, the models using the largest data-
base to date.

Firstly, a simple polynomial model, applicable to any location
worldwide, providing the annual bopt as a function of latitude is
proposed in this paper. As expected, the annual optimum tilt angle
Table 9
Regression coefficients for global model.

Regression coefficient

P000 P200 P020 P002 P100

�6.1038 �0.0045 �44.3249 11.5031 1.0660
for a site is highly influenced by its latitude. The behaviour of bopt is
not different between the hemispheres for absolute latitudes <50�.
However, for absolute latitudes >50�, bopt is significantly higher for
negative latitudes than for positive ones. A global regression model
to estimate bopt as a function of the latitude is proposed as a piece-
wise polynomial function with a 2� RMSE error for
latitudes �50�e90� and a 0:55� RMSE error for latitudes < � 50�.

The energy losses for tilt angles different from bopt have been
evaluated. This average energy loss is 1% for a tilt angle variation of
10�. For a tilt angle variation of 40�, energy losses vary according to
the latitude of the site: an 18% energy loss (for lower latitudes) and
a 12% energy loss (for the highest latitudes). Changes in energy are
less sensitive to changes in tilt angle with increasing absolute
latitude. This is partly the reasonwhy, for latitudes >70�, there is a
greater dispersion of bopt for sites with the same latitude among the
data considered. Although the dispersion of bopt for the same lati-
tude is a more pronounced phenomenon for the highest latitudes,
there is a � 10� variation in bopt for lower latitudes as well. bopt is
clearly influenced by variables other than latitude.

Secondly, the effect of the diffuse irradiance on bopt is studied by
means of the annual kd, which clearly influences bopt; for sites with
the same latitude, bopt is lower with a higher kd. Latitudes >50� in
the northern hemisphere have significantly higher annual kd values
than those in the southern hemisphere. This is the reason why, if
diffuse irradiance is not considered, a different model to estimate
bopt is required for those latitudes. Thus, a global and unique
regression model for all latitudes is proposed to estimate bopt as a
function of latitude and annual kd with a 0.73 RMSE error. The value
of the annual kd has been also computed as a function of the site’s
latitude.

Thirdly, a regression model for bopt as a function of the latitude
and albedo is proposed. Moreover, global world albedo values from
the NASA are treated and analysed to conclude a 0.2 (more precisely
0.194) albedo as a correct estimation for most sites with absolute
latitudes <60�. However, for desert-like locations a 0.4 albedo is
found to be a better estimation. Moreover, locations with absolute
latitudes higher than 60� have an average annual albedo of � 0:5
(with variations from 0.2 to 0.9 in albedo due to snow). Never-
theless, when possible it is recommended to use of the appropriate
albedo value for the site under analysis defined by the type of
surrounding surface.

By using the generated albedo and meteorological data it is
concluded that, ceteris paribus, both the annual energy yield and
bopt are higher with higher values of r. The maximum annual en-
ergy loss expected when misestimating the value for a site’s albedo
is 1% for lower latitudes and 6% for the highest latitudes. This de-
pendency on latitude is considerably significant because sites with
higher latitudes also have higher albedo values.

Finally, a model gathering all three variables under study
P010 P001 P110 P101 P011

37.0889 �0.0101 �0.1735 0.2292 4.3645



(latitude, annual diffuse fraction and albedo) is proposed to calcu-
late the optimum tilt angle, resulting in a satisfactory goodness of
fitting.

When possible, the models presented in this paper to estimate
bopt are compared to a large number of reliable literature sources
and provide coherent results.

The existence of these simple models to estimate bopt is thought
to have a very positive impact on several applications. A typical
application would be for design studies in locations where real
meteorological data is difficult to access or that lack the calculation
tools to benefit from them. Also, for world-wide self-consumption
applications, so that users have a direct and simple way to establish
the optimum tilt for their PV modules. Furthermore it could also be
used as a simple comparative element in any other PV plant.
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